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Canadian Foreign Policy Journal (CFPJ) is currently inviting paper submissions. CFPJ is an interdisciplinary peer-reviewed journal published three times a year by the Norman Paterson School of International Affairs (NPSIA) at Carleton University. CFPJ’s contributors and readers include federal and provincial officials, academics, analysts, journalists, NGO representatives, and business people; in short, all those who are informed and involved in Canada's international affairs. All submissions relevant to this community of experts will be considered, with specific attention given to the following topics:

- Canada-US relations after the Elections
- Digital diplomacy, social media and the new diplomacy
- Multilateralism in an era of instability
- Canada’s response to crises in the Middle East
- Domestic Politics and Foreign Policy

- Thematic Issues will also be considered. To submit a proposal please see the guidelines here: http://www.iaffairscanada.com/canadian-foreign-policy-journal-cfpj/guidelines-for-thematic-issues-proposals

Please submit your paper, along with an abstract and biographical note here: https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/rcfp. Your paper should be between 5,000 and 7,500 words and conform to the journal’s style guide
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